¿Necesitas Ayuda? 919 01 15 89
lun-vie: 9h-20h sábados: 10h-15h

Itinerario

Detalles del viaje: 15 días

Día 1 · UK - Tokyo
Arrival at UK departure airport ready to check-in for flight to Tokyo.

Día 2 · Tokyo
Arrival in Tokyo and transfer to hotel. The rest of the day you are free to relax or to get to know this lively, fascinating city. Overnight stay.

Día 3 · Tokyo
Visit three of Tokyo's quintessential sightseeing spots on the tour this morning. Get a spectacular view of Metropolitan Tokyo from the observation deck of
Tokyo Tower. In the Imperial Palace Plaza you can admire the view of Nijubashi Bridge and the surrounding scenery at this National Garden that was formerly
a private garden of the Royal Family. Of the 33 temples in Eastern Japan dedicated to the Goddess Kannon, Asakusa Kannon is the only one in the capital. In
this historic area explore Nakamise-dori, the street leading to the temple. Enjoy a pleasant drive through Ueno, where Tokyo's first coffee shop once stood, to
Akihabara which is home to the famous Electric Town. Spend the rest of the day at leisure. We suggest a lovely walk under the cherry trees that border the
Sumida River and across the famous zebra crossing of Shibuya. Overnight stay.

Día 4 · Tokyo - Mount Fuji - Tokyo
Free day to continue to discover the wonders of Tokyo or we suggest the o ptional Excursion to the iconic Mount Fuji .* Overnight in Tokyo *Optional Excursion:
Today come face to face with the impressive Mount Fuji on a full day excursion. The bus heads up to the 5th Station along the Subaru Line, at 2,300 metres
above sea level. At this height, you will be amazed by the breathtaking views from above the clouds. After lunch, visit Ashi Crate Lake and admire the superb
view of Mt. Fuji whilst sailing on the lake. Take the short journey to the peak of Mt. Komagatake and then a cable car ride up to the spiritual Hakone Shrine,
Mototsumiya, that nestles at the top of the mountain. Return to Tokyo by bus. Overnight stay. Price: £126.88 per person

Día 5 · Tokyo
We recommend visiting Nikko, where you can find the most beautiful sanctuaries in Japan, such as the Toshogu Shrine, a World Heritage Site. Another option
is to go early to the Tsukiji Market and see the famous fish auction. Discover the beautiful gardens of the Imperial Palace and learn about the history of Japan
at the Edo-Tokyo Museum. Overnight stay.

Día 6 · Tokyo
Today, self transfer to the port to embark on your cruise.* Enjoy the view of the Japanese coastline until you arrive at Kobe, a port city situated on Osaka Bay,
surrounded by stunning mountains and famous for its Kobe beef. Enjoy dinner and an overnight stay on board. *Arrive by 13:00

Día 7 · Kobe
Full board. Today, remain moored at Kobe and choose from the fascinating optional excursions available for you. You can enjoy a tour of Kobe city* , and
discover it's past and present history or take a tour to discover the colourful and vibrant district of Dontonbori* , Osaka for a look at vibrant urban culture in
Japan. By nightfall, we recommend the optional excursion to Park Meriken & Mount Rokko* , for fantastic panoramic views of the city by night. Overnight stay
on board. *Optional Excursions: Kobe City Tour Dontonbori Tour Mount Rokko & Meriken Park

Día 8 · Cruising
Full board. Spend the day at sea and enjoy the facilities on board, as well as the stunning views, tranquil atmosphere and delicious food. Overnight on board.

Día 9 · Busan
Full board. Arrive in Busan, a large port city in South Korea, is known for its beautiful beaches, mountains and fascinating temples. Discover the city at your
leisure or take one of the optional tours available, such as Busan city highlights tour* or perhaps a Cable Car ride across Songdo Bay* , which spans across the
water and makes for an exciting ride. Overnight on board. *Optional Excursions Busan City Highlights Songdo Bay Cable Car

Día 10 · Cruising
Full board. Spend the day at sea and enjoy the facilities on board, as well as the stunning views, tranquil atmosphere and delicious food. Overnight on board.

Día 11 · Kochi

Full board. Today, arrive at stunning Kochi, on the Shikoku Island of Japan. A largely rural area, Kochi is like stepping back in time, with untouched Pacific
beaches and flawless woodland and landscapes. Explore at your leisure and overnight stay on board.

Día 12 · Shingu
Full board. Today, arrive in Shingu, a small coastal city, home to the Kumano Hayatama Taisha Grand Shrine, a World Heritage Site. Discover the city at your
leisure and enjoy an overnight stay on board.

Día 13 · Tokyo
Return to Tokyo in the morning and disembark the ship. Self transfer to the hotel and spend the day at your leisure, discovering the city further and enjoying the
bustling atmosphere. Overnight stay.

Día 14 · Tokyo - UK
Return flight back to the UK. Night on board. (If your flight is early, you may arrive the same day)

Día 15 · UK
Arrive in the UK and end your trip.
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